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Abstract
This research is concerned with coordination amongautonomousagents in cooperative domains
where,de.spite conflicting interests,
agents can alwaysnegotiate to increase their
mutual benefits. Weintroduce a multi-agent
negotiationmodelto modelexplicitly the negotiation process, and a monotonicnegotiation protocol to ensure convergence.Particularly, tile
modelformalizes progressive negotiation where
negotiation amonga group of agents can be
divided into a numberof sub-negotiationswhich
proceedincrementally. Weinvestigate howthe
sizes of these sub-negotiationsaffect the negotiation solution.
Introduction
Muchresearch in distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI)is concernedwith how"agents’ interaction can
coordinated. However,goodcoordination is non-trivial
becauseit requires an efficient coordination mechanism
supplied with up-to-date domainand meta information
(Duffee & Lesser 1987). Moreover, for autonomous
agents whichreact to the environmentdriven by their
ownutilities, coordination becomeseven moredifffcult
becausethese agents can have conflicting interests or
goals. In such situations, researchers investigate how
rational agents in certain specific domainscan gradually, and mutually accommodateeach other via constructive communication - a process also knownas
negotiation.
Despite the extensive DAIliterature on negotiation,
it has rarely been defined precisely. Moreover,very
few have formally and explicitly modeledthe process of
negotiation. As a result, the impactof different negotiation processeson the solutions is not yet fully understood. Furthermore, much research seems to have
assumedthat all agents have to negotiate together.
* This workwas carried out as part of the author’s
Ph.D.project at the Universityof Essex, Colchester,U.K.

This could be a severe limitation whencommunication
and computationalcapacity are too limited for agents
to undergogrand negotiation.
In this paper, weproposea formal negotiation model
whichnot only describes the negotiation process precisely but also allows for progressive negotiations. In
progressive negotiation, the grand negotiation will be
divided into a numberof sub-negotiations involving
only subsets of agents. After these sub-negotiations,
whichare conductedin successive stages, havefinished,
a solution consisting of all the agents will be obtained.
Onthe basis of this model,the effect of different sizes
of sub-negotiationson solutions is analyzed.
Related Work in DAI
Earlier work on negotiation in DAIconcentrates on
building negotiation models bascd on theories and
principles discovered in humannegotiation strategies
(Sycara 1988; Werkman1990). Various AI techniques
are usually combined with and used to model these
strategies in order to improvethe efficiency of the
negotiation. Someother research attempts to develop
novel AI techniques based on the characteristics of
humannegotiations. They see coordination or multiagent negotiation as a distributed search (Durfee
Moutyomery1991; Lander 1994; Lesser 1990) in DAI.
In this case, various AI search techniquesare proposed
together with focused and purposeful communication
to improvethe efficiency of coordination (Conryet al.
1991; Lander 1994; Sathi & Fox 1989).
On the other hand, some researchers aim to discover the properties of negotiation under certain formal
theoretical frameworksand (quite restricted) assumptions. A large bodyof work in this campapply gametheoretical or decision-theoretical tools to study how
agentsshouldreact in a givenspecific interaxz, tion (Binmore & Dasgupta 1987; Kahan & Rapoport 1984;
Zeuthen1930) or howto design the rules of interaction
for autonomousagents (Rosenschein & Zlotkin 1994).
These approaches are complementary in that the
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emphasis of the first two is on the negotiation processes
rather than the outcomes, while the emphasis of the
third focuses on the properties and outcomes of negotiations without explicitly modeling the process. As a
result, some recent research concentrates on investigating tile impact of different negotiation processes on
properties or outcomes of negotiations (Hu e$ al. 1994:
Wooldridge, Bussmann, & Klosterberg 1996). Our
work presented in this paper also takes this approach.
Notation
In this paper, standard set theoretic notation will
be used where possible, with the following additional
notation. Let S bc any arbitrary set and T be any
arbitrary sequence, then
¯ ~P(S) is the power set of
¯ Let seq(S) be a sequence over S, i.e. seq(S)
(81,...)
where Vsi e seq(S) : si E S, ~ld Seq(S)
be the set of all possible sequences over S;
¯ seq,(S) denotes a n-sequence over S, i.e. seq~(S)
(sl .... ,sn) where Vsi E seqn(S) : .% E S,
Seqn (S) denotes the set of all possible n-sequences
over S;
¯ T~ C, T means that T~ is an order-preserving subset,
i.e. a subsequence, of T.
The

Problem

Domain

of the many cooperative domains, we specifically confine our investigation on a subclass of domains where
agents’ interactions are supe~ndditive in game theory
terms (KMlan & Rapoport 1984). Generally speaking, superadditive domains are those in which agents
always benefit by coordinating their activities.
Most
task re-distribution domains such as the postman problena proposed by Zlotkin and Rosenschein (Zlotkin
Rosenschein 1989) belong to this class, and here the
postman problem was chosen as our domain problem.
Briefly, in the postman problem, every agent (i.e.
postman) in the post office is given a set of letters
and they are required to deliver these letters to the
addresses markedon the envelops. Agents first find out
the shortest route which they can visit all the addresses
required to deliver those letters, carry out the delivery,
and then go back to the post office. The problenl is to
investigate howthese agents should negotiate in order
to redistribute their letters suc]l that their individu~d
traveling distmlces are minimized.
Domain Definitions
Let the set of all possible addresses be V and the
set of all possible I)inary connections between ~mytwo
addresses be E. The multi-agent postman problem can
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be formalized as a 3-tuple (G, L, w) where G = G(I~
is a weighted graph representing a map in which every
v E V represents an a~ldress, and e E E represents a
route connecting two a~tdresses. Fhrthermore, there is
a special address vn E V called the "Post Office."
Let the addresses required to visit by a postman i
be Li E "P(V). Here L = {Ll .... ,Ln} = seq,,(V)
a n-sequence of sets of addresses to which every corresponding agent i : i E (1, n) is assigned initially
~deliver sonm letters. A weight function w : E ~-~ R
is used to represent the distance of any given route.
Hence, the "cost " of traveling a particular route e can
also be measured in terms of the length of the route,
i.e. w(e).
The cost, of visiting a set of addresses Li by any
agent i will be C(Li) R+, i. e. th e le ngth of the
nainimal weight cycle that starts at the post office,
visits all the addresses defined by Li, and ends at
the post office. The task in this problem is to redistribute agents’ tasks (addresses) so that the cost
of e, very individual agent is minimized.Agent i’s utility is defined as Ui(L~) C(Li) - C(L*~), i. e. th e cost
difference between the new set of addresses L~ (aftor
re-distribution) and the, original set Li.
In this problem, every specific task distribution
benefits some agents more than others, i.e. not all
agents’ costs (’ml be nfininfized, or not "all of their utilities can be ma:dmized. Therefore agents have conflicts to decide howto re-distribute their tasks. Nonethelcss, some task distributions do exist to increa,se
agents" utilities:
which are preferable to without any
re-distribution. In such a situation, we. propose that
agents negotiate to find gradually an agreement ou a
particular re-distribution that benefits them all.
A Formal

Model

of

Negotiation

In this section, we present a formal model of multiagent negotiation called the PF_Amodel for task redistributed
domains. The PEA model is formulated as a utility-driven
repetitive process of proposal announcement, proposal evaluation, and proposal adjustment.
Assumptions
¯ Agents arc expected utility

maximiz(,rs.

¯ Agents have complete knowle(lge about other agents’
goals aald their utility functions.
¯ Closed worhl a.ssumption: everything which is not
included in the modelwill not affect the negotiation.
¯ For any agent, the utility of achieving m~ysubset
of its tasks is always less than that of achieving its
tasks completely.
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¯ The numbers of agents and tasks are finite.

¯ Agents are synchronized at discrete time instants.
The Negotiation
Process:
An Overview
Every agent is assumed to have assigned initially
a
number of tasks to achieve, and they negotiate among
themselves to find out howto re-distribute these tasks
to make everyone better off than without negotiation.
In the PEA model, every agent at each time
instaat chooses and announces a proposal of task redistribution from their negotiation sets to other agents;
and the set of all announced proposals is called the
negotiation state. Proposals are chosen on the basis
that they would provide these agents with the greatest
expected utility at the time. If there is more than one
such proposal, agents select one randomly. However, in
order to prevent the negotiation from continuing indefinitely, it is defined that if deadlockoccurs, negotiation
terminates and agents must achieve their original tasks
individually. Here deadlock occurs if and only if any
two identical negotiation states occur.
In this case, a negotiation protocol is used to prevent
deadlock from occurring by defining a set of proposals eligible for the next announcement. By evaluating the last negotiation state, agents can determine
their sets of eligible proposals according to the protocol. Whilst the set of eligible proposals is confined
by the protocol, the actual proposal that an agent will
choose to announce depends on its negotiation strategy.
Whena negotiation state occurs in which all proposals are identical in terms of utility distribution, the
negotiation ends with an)" proposal in this state as the
solution.
Moreover, instead of negotiate together, agents can
also engage into the progressive negotiation. Here,
negotiating agents are divided into a number of subgroups, and sub-negotiations take place among agents
in each of these subgroups in a consecutive manner.
Whenany sub-negotiation is finished, a sub-coalition is
formed and will participate in the next sub-negotiation
as an individual agent. Whena grand coalition is
formed such that all agents are involved, the progressive negotiation ends.
Definitions
Let A:A = (1,...,n)
where n >_ 2 denote a sequence
of negotiating agents, and agents are assumed to be
given a set of tasks to achieve. Let the set of all possible
tasks be T, and the set of tasks initially assigned to
agent i be Pi0 : p~o ¯ T’(T). The set of all possible
sub-proposals is therefore denoted by T : T = ~(T).
Agents negotiate among themselves by exchanging
proposals at every discrete time instant. The proposal of i, Pi,t, which consists of an n-sequence of

sub-proposals (P~I,...
re-distribution
that
t. Each sub-proposal
tasks that i proposes

,pi,~), is a proposition of tasks
i makes to other agents at time
P~J : P~J ¯ ~(T) prescribes the
that j should achieve. Therefore,

P~,t = (P~I,... ,Pro) ¯ Seq~(T).
The utility of any proposal Pj,t to i is defined by

=C(po) CC
p )
where C is the cost function
of achieving a set of tasks.
Seq~(’P(T)) be the set of all
the negotiation set NS~of i,
sible proposals, is

that calculates the cost
Let 7~ : 7~ = Seq~(T)
possible proposals.
which consists of all pos-

NS~ = Seq,~(T) = SeQ,,(T~(T)).
It is assumed that in any NSi, proposals are organized in decreasing order of i’s utilities.
However, if
many proposals have the same utility to i, they are
assumed to be organized randomly among themselves.
Whenagents have received proposals announced by
others at t, they are said to be in a particular negotiation state S~. A negotiation state S~ is an n-sequence
of proposals announced by agents at t.
St = (Px,t,...,

Pn,t) ¯ Seq,(7~).

Let $ be the set of all possible negotiation states,
that

so

$ = Seq~(:P) = Seq~(Seq~(T)) = Seq~(Seq,~(’P(T))).
If agents are allowed to choose their proposals
without any control, the negotiation mayproceed ineffectively, or worsestill, continue indefinitely or result in
conflict. Therefore, unwanted behavior in negotiation
is prevented by means of a set of external constraints
knownas negotiation protocol that defines the set of
eligible proposals for announcement at any time and
state. Formally, a negotiation protocol ~b : :N’$i × ~
"P(P) x $ is defined as:
¢(N$ix S,-1)= N& x SL-I,
where NSI C_sNS~and in which all proposals satisfy
the external constraints.
Whilst the protocol determines the set of proposals
that can bc announced in a particular state, among
these eligible proposals, the actual one chosen for
announcementis left entirely to the agent concerned.
Thus, agents use a set of internal constraints called
negotiation strategy to determine the proposals for the
next announcement. Formally, a negotiation strategy
ai : 9(79) × $ ~ 7~ of any agent i is defined as:
Lee
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~(~’ x S~-i)= ~,

where St-1 is the present negotiation state, _P E ~b U
St-x where 7~ E "P(7~), and P satisfies the internal
constraints.
Here, an agent i’s negotiation behavior carl be
modeled by a negotiation ]unction NFi that always
determine proposals
for the next mmouncement
according to the protocol and its strategy. So,
NFi -- aio q~.
Moreover, in order to prevent negotiation from proceeding indefinitely, deadlock occurs whenever a negotiation state repeats itself at any time. In this case,
agents will have to achieve their initial tasks without
any task re-distribution.
In contrast, when a negotiation state occurs at. which all proposals announcedare
equal in terms of utility distribution, the negotiation
ends with any proposal in this state as the solution.
As a result, we can define a negotiation based on the
PEAmodel as follows:
Definition 1 A
Negotiation
is
a
tuple
(A, NS, NF, U,¢,E n) where A = (1,...,n)
is
sequenceof negotiating agents; NS=(NSI,1, . . . , NSn.1)
is the sequence of initial negotiation sets of each agent;
NF= (NF1 .....
NFn} is the sequence of negotiation
fimctions of each agent; U = (U1 .... , Un} is the
sequence of utility functions of each agent; ¢ is a
negotiation protocol: and ~n = (Zt ..... E,,} is the
sequence of strategies of each agent.
Monotonic
Negotiation
Protocol
In this section, the monotonic negotiation protocol
(MNP)is introduced. MNPdefines the eligibility
proposals for announcement at any time and state, and
hence ensures deadlock will never occur.
Definition 2 A monotonic negotiation protocol is
defined by the monotonic negotiation function such that
for any times t,t ~ for which t > t’ > 1, agent i : i E A
has the foUowingoptions in two different situations:
¯ /f Ri ¢ nfin(R1 .....
NFi(NSi.t
P,,,=
1if
P),t=

R,), then

x St-t)
P¢.t-t
P~.t-I E NS~,t
P~t-I E St-x only

ff
u~(i"~,_l)>_u~(p~,,_l)

NFj(NSj,t x St-t) = Pj.t = P~t-I b’~
~
/ U,(Pj.,_,)
- maxk=t.k¢ , ~’(P~.t-l)
l, Rj ~ rain(R1 .....
R,,)
176 ICMAS-96

¯ if Ri = min(Rt ....

, Rn), then

NFi(NSi,t x St-l)
"P~,t= P~t.-t e St-i only if
Ui(P],t_I) >_Ui(Pi,t-I)
NFj(NSit,.x St-t) : Pjt, =Pitrt

¯

I~
r

k

U~(P~t-,)=maxk=t,k~,
t’~{PL~-~)
R~ ~ nfin(Rl ..... Rn)
Pi,t~ NSi,t on the condition that
Vt’ < t: if P.i,. v ¯ St, ~ p i.,, ¯ NS,.,,
then Vi(Pi,t) <_Ui(P~,v) 8.4
Pi,t ~ P/~,,,

The above options represent respectively that when i
does not have the minimumrisk value Ri (see below),
may(1) insist on its present self-proposal; or (2) accept
another agent’s self-proposal, say Pj.t..~, whenthe following conditions are met. First, i’s utility of P3.~_~
nmst not be less than its utility of its announcedproposal Pi.t-~. Secondly, Pj,t.-~ will be announced by j
at t 2. Moreover, if there is more than one proposal
satis~’ing these conditions, i will accept the one with
the greatest utility.
In case i has the minimumrisk value, then i should
either (1) accept another agent’s self-proposal when
the specified conditions arc met; or (2) concede a new
proposMfrom its current negotiatkm set. In the latter
case, i’s utility of this newproposal nmst not be greater
than that of its last proposal, and this proposal nmst
never have been announced by i previously.
Risk Function In order that a negotiation
does
not enter deadlock, at any time there is at least one
agent whida makes a concession by either accepting
another agent’s proI)osal or concede a new proposal.
We extend Zeuthen’s risk function (Zeuthen 1930)
(but due to Iiarsaaayi’s formulation (Ilarsanyi 1977))
enable agents to deternfine imtependent.ly, bul coherently, which agents should make the next concession.
Onthe basic of tim following multi-agent risk function,
those agents which have the minimumrisk value should
make the next concession.
t Thenewnotation l~Jt_ ~ lneans that Pi,t-I is a proposal
that i accepted from j and announced at time t - 1. On
i
the other hand.. Pi,t-t
refers to the proposal 1~i,.~_ t that
i selected from its negotiation set and announcedat time
t-l.
ZThis can be determined by reasoning whether j will
accept other proposal (i.e. whetherthe conditions of option
(2) are met) attd whether j will annmmcea new self
proposal (i.e. whether j has minimumrisk value).
addition, in order to avoid the circular wait situation when
options (2) are met for nmrethan one agent, a tie-breaking
algorithm is used (Lee 1996).
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= {s I vP,¯ s, ¯ s, v, CP,)< u, CPj)}.
where at any time t,
1
1
1
rid =

if3
Ui(Pi,t)
= 5~(Pc)

if _<
if >_ v(Pk,,)

4
wherel<k<n,k~i
U,(P,.,)-UdPj.,)
and
U~{P~.,
)-Ui
(P~) ifPi,t6 NSi.t
otherwise.

The semantics of the conditional equations in above
formulation are as follows. First, individual rationality. An agent will not make any further concession
whenits utility of its proposal is as great as that of the
conflict proposal (see s). This is because in this case,
whether the negotiation is successful or not are indifferent to this agent. The second equation is set because
negative risk value has no meaning in the MNPprotocol. Third, when any agent has announced a proposal dominating all other proposals, a pre-solution
,state, by definition, has already occurred (see below).
Hence no agent is required to make any further concession. The forth equation is due to the risk function
proposed by Zeuthen.
Provided that at an), time t there is at least one
agent i which has announced a proposal Pi,t-i from
its NSi,t-i and this Pi,t-, is then removed from its
present. NSi,t, then the MNPprotocol can ensure the
negotiation will never enter deadlock. Such removal
of a proposal from negotiation set in,plies that at least
one agent will make a concession at every time instant.
Theorem 1 MNPis deadlock-free if at any time t,
Bi 6 A,P~,~¯ St,Pi,t¯ NS~,,
~ Pi,~ ¢ NSi.,+,.
Proof’.Fortheproofof thistheoremandsubsequent
theorems, see (Lee 1996).
Whenevera negotiation state occurs in which one or
more proposals exist to provide every agent a utility
no less than that of their ownproposals, by definition,
every agent should accept this proposal and hence the
negotiation ends. Such negotiation state is thus called
the pre-solution state. Let 6 be the set of all negotiation states satisfying such condition as follows:
3p~ = (pm,...,p=0), which consists of agents’ initial
sets of tasks, is called the conflict proposal.
4V(p/,,) refers to the utility vector of proposalP~.t. For
any two vectors V, V’ of n real numbers,V >_ V’ iff vi 6
V,v~ e V’,vl > v~,Vi ¯ (1,n).

Theorem 2 If Vi,j ¯ A, NSi,1 = NSj,x, 6 is not
empty and some S ¯ 6 will always occur in finite
time t.
Theorem 3 In MNP, ifVi,j ¯ A, NSi,1 = NSj,x, then
negotiation will always terminate with a solution in
finite time.
Progressive
Negotiation
In progressive negotiation, agents in A are first divided
into a number of subgrov.ps A’ : A’ C_ A. For each
subgroup, a sub-negotiation SNA,, which is an ordinary
negotiation using the MNPprotocol, will be carried out
in consecutive fashion. Whenever a sub-negotiation
is finished with a partial solution PA,, a sub-coalition
is formed and will then participate in the next subnegotiation as if it were an individual agents called
sc-agents. Hence, more and more agents are invoh,ed
in sub-negotiation incrementally, and the progressive
negotiation ends when a grand coalition containing all
the agents is formed.
Without loss of generality, let A’ = (1, .... n’)
any subgroup of A where n’ : 2 _< n’ < n. The number
of agents n’ in A’ is called the subgroup size of the
sub-negotiation SNA, of A’, and the sc-agent of any
sub-group A’ is denoted by a’.
Definition
3 A Sub-Negotiation
SNA, is a
tuple
(A’, NS, NF, U, ¢, ~’~’)
where
subgroup
A’ = (1,...,n’)
is a sequence of negotiating agents;
NS= (NSI,1 .... ,NSw,1) is the sequence of initial
negotiation sets of each agent; NF= (NF1,...,NF,,)
is the sequence of negotiation functions of each
agent; U = (U1,..., U,,) is the sequence of utility
functions of each agent; ¢ is a negotiation protocol;
and En’ = (~q,..., ~.,v ) is the sequence of strategies
of each agent.
A sub-coalition is formed when a sub-negotiation
SNA, of any subgroup A’ has finished.
This subcoalition is then regarded as an individual agent called
the so-agent that has the following characteristics:
¯ The tasks pwo of an sc-agent a’ is the union of the
tasks of every agent, in the subgroupA’ = (1,..., n’).
¯ The utility function of sc-agent a’ is defined as the
maximization function of all the utility functions of
agents in A’. For any Pi,
Uw(Pi) =

max [Ux(pl)

p, U...Upn, =p,.,

+...

U,,(pw)],

wherepi=,: Piw¯ Pi is thesetof tasksi proposes
thata’ shouldachieve.
In otherwords,theutility
Lee
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of P~ to sc-agcnt a’ is calculated by the maximum
sum of utility by optimally re-distributing tasks Pia,
among agents in A’.
¯ Sc-agent a r has its own negotiation strategy a~,.
Definition 4 A P~Y~gressive Negotiation is a sequence
5of single sub-negotiations
(SNA~....

,). SNA,,,

such that
¯ All sc-agents formed in any sub-negotiations (except
the last one) must participate in the next subnegotiation: Vk < m, ak E ~+x
.A
¯ A grand coalition must be formed in the last s~Lbnegotiations: Vi E A, Am contains i in such a way
that either i E A’~ or i E Ak such that A"r~ contains
ak for some k.
¯ Any utility obtained by an se-agent, say a~, from a
sub-negotiation will be proportionally distributed to
every individual agent (and sc-agent) in subgroup
A’. The distribution is based on the utility distribution agreed during the formation of sc-agent a’.
Let PAt., PAk-~ be the solutions of sub-negotiation
SNAk,SNAL.-~ respectively, and a~-I : ak-1 E Ak be
an sc-agent formed by SNAt.-~ . Utility U~-~( PA~)
proportional distributed amongagents in Ak-x based
k-I
on, the following formula: Vi E A
U,(PA,.) = U~-,(Pa,)

Analysis

~A(/%-I)
~jCZk-t

of the Progressive

Uj(PA,-, ).

Model

In order to understand the relations between subgroup
sizes and solution qualities: it is necessary to analyze
how the composition of the NS will change while the
group size varies. In the following we shall show that
the numbers of efficient and Pareto optimal proposals
are in gener~d monotonically increasing as the group
size .n.
Composition

of

NS

Suppose there are n agents and ~n distinct tasks.
Amongall the possible proposals of task distributions,
a efficient proposal is onc where these m tasks are
divided into n groups in such a way that the sum of the
utility to all agents is maximized.Similarly, a Pa.~z.to
optimal proposal is one in which these mt~.sks are distributed in such a way that it is not dominated by any
other proposals.
SA more

general

progressive

found in (Lee 1996).
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negotiation

model

(:~n

be

Suppose n is constant. If m increases, the number
of possible proposals of task distributions will increase.
and so will the number of Pareto optimal (and efficient) proposals. However, empirical observation suggests that, the mlmberof optimal (efficient) proposals
is at most a polynomial function of the problem size m
(Lee 1996).
On the other hand, for a fixed m : m _> n, the
numberof optimal (efficient) proposals is hmndalso
be a polynomial increasing function of n. Nevertheless,
when m < n, since some agents will not be allocated
any task, therefore the number of optimal (efficient)
proposals will generally increase by a factor of n as
n rises. Hence, it is hypothesized that the numbers
of Pareto optimal and efficient proposals, P(m., n) and
E(m, n) respectively, are func.tions of .m and n,
P(m,

.n )

E(m,n)

2
J" n~t ×n:
’:2
n. × m

ifm>n
if rn. < n;

n’:t ~"
×m
¯ n cz
×m

ifm>n
if m < n,

where c1:c2 are constants of real mnnher. Since the
total number of proposals increases exponentially ,as
¯ m and n, therefore we can deduce that,
Theorem 4 The proportion of Pareto optimal (el’~cient) proposals in a complete negotiation set decreases
as either n or m or both increase.
It is axiomatic that the greater is the proportion of
optimal (efficient) proposals to be remounted, the more
likely the solution is optimal (effic.ieut). Basedon this
axiom, the implication of the above theorem is that
the average numberof Ol)timal (efficient) solutions
decreasing as m and/or n. Hence, wc propose:
Hypothesis 1 The average pcrcen/age of c~cie.nt
solutions decreases as subgroupsize n rises.
Hypothesis 2 The average percentage of Pareto
optimal solutions decreases as subgroupsize l~ rises.

Empirical

Results

In order to find out the relations between subgroup
sizes and sohltion qualities, simulation experim~nts of
progressive negotiations based on the forlnal model
using various subgroup sizes were conducted. IIowcver,
since in practice agents usually cannot produce complete negotiation sets, the complete knowledge~sumption is relaxed in experiments, where agents mayhave
only partial view of their NSs at any time.
Methodology
In each four-agent (five-agent) experiment, three (four)
sets of simulations werc performed by varying the subgroup sizes from 2 to the grand group size 4 (5). In each
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Figure 1: Four-agent Problems
set of simulation of a particular subgroup size, simulations corresponding to all possible agent allocations
to subgroups were performed. Moreover, every sinmlation consists of 50 simulated progressive negotiations,
where proposals with the same utility to a~l agent in
its negotiation set were randomly re-orgmlized. Furthermore, the whole set of experiments was repeated
using three different concession rates6: 10, 50, and 99.
Discussion
Figures 1-4 show the variation of efficient and Pareto
optimal solutions as subgroup size rises. Generally, the
empirical results are consistent with our prediction in
four-agent problems. However, the result of five-agent
problem shows that the results of size-4 simulations
is greater than expected. For example, the average
percentage of Pareto optimal sohxtions resulting from
size-4 simulations is higher than that from size-3, as
figure 4 indicates.
It is found that the exception is probably because
the "size-4" simulations in fact consists of a mixture of size-4 and size-2 sub-negotiations, contrary to
the expectation that it consists purely of size-4 subnegotiations. The reason for this is that for five-agent
progressive negotiation, if the subgroupsize of the first
eConcessionrate r meansthat an agent will choose the
r th proposal in its negotiation set for announcement
if all
the first r proposals have the sameutility as its present
proposal (Lee 1996). After announcement,all proposals
preceding this chosen one will be removedfrom its negotiation set. However,if a proposal with less utility is found
in the first r proposals, the agent will simply announceit
instead.

Figure 2: Five-agent Problems

sub-negotiation is 4, then the second sub-negotiation
must involve two agents: the sc-agent from the first
sub-negotiation and the remaining agent. Hence, its
subgroup size is 2. Moreover, note that size-2 subnegotiations, according to our analysis, should produce
greater efficient or Pareto optimal solutions than that
of size-4 equivalent. Under the circumstanccs, if the
size-2 sub-negotiations have a more dominant effect
than the size-4, the overall results from size-4 simulations will then be greater than expected - just as the
experiments have shown.

Conclusion
In order to design agents with sophisticated coordination capability, we must first understand how different
designs affect the outcomes of coordination. In the
case of negotiation, our investigation on the relations
between different negotiation processes and solution
qualities provides a starting point toward such understanding.
In addition to efficiency and Pareto optimality, we
have also investigated the effect of subgroup sizes on
group utility
and negotiation time. Moreover, the
impact of different orders of sub-negotiations, and of
different concession rates on solution qualities have also
been analyzed (Lee 1996).
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